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Abstract
It is known that the (1 + (λ, λ)) Genetic Algorithm (GA) with self-adjusting parameter
choices achieves a linear expected optimization time on OneMax if its hyper-parameters are
suitably chosen. However, it is not very well understood how the hyper-parameter settings
influences the overall performance of the (1 + (λ, λ)) GA. Analyzing such multi-dimensional
dependencies precisely is at the edge of what running time analysis can offer. To make a
step forward on this question, we present an in-depth empirical study of the self-adjusting
(1 + (λ, λ)) GA and its hyper-parameters. We show, among many other results, that a
15% reduction of the average running time is possible by a slightly different setup, which
allows non-identical offspring population sizes of mutation and crossover phase, and more
flexibility in the choice of mutation rate and crossover bias—a generalization which may be
of independent interest. We also show indication that the parametrization of mutation rate
and crossover bias derived by theoretical means for the static variant of the (1 + (λ, λ)) GA
extends to the non-static case.
1 Introduction
The (1+(λ, λ)) Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a crossover-based evolutionary algorithm that was in-
troduced in [DDE15] to demonstrate that the idea of recombining previously evaluated solutions
can be beneficial also on very smooth functions. More precisely, it was proven in [DDE15,DD18a]
that the (1 + (λ, λ)) GA achieves an o(n log n) expected optimization time on OneMax, the
problem of maximizing functions of the type fz : {0, 1}n → R, x 7→ |{1 ≤ i ≤ n | xi = zi}|.
All purely mutation-based algorithms, in contrast, are known to require Ω(n log n) function
evaluations, on average, to optimize these functions [LW12,DDY16].
The (1 + (λ, λ)) GA has three parameters, the population size λ of mutation and crossover
phase, the mutation rate p, and the crossover bias c. It was shown in [DDE15] that an asymp-
totically optimal linear expected running time can be achieved by the (1 + (λ, λ)) GA when
choosing these parameters in an optimal way, which depends on the fitness of a current-best
solution. This result was extended in [DD18a] to a self-adjusting variant of the (1 + (λ, λ)) GA,
which uses a fixed parametrization p = λ/n, c = 1/λ, and an adaptive success-based choice of
λ. More precisely, in the self-adjusting (1 + (λ, λ)) GA the parameter λ is chosen according to
a one-fifth success rule, which decreases λ to λ/F if an iteration has produced a strictly better
solution, and increases λ to F 1/4λ otherwise. This linear runtime result proven in [DD18a]
was the first example where a self-adjusting choice of the parameter values could be rigorously
shown to outperform any possible static setting.
Despite these theoretically appealing results, the performances reported in the original work
introducing this algorithm [DDE15] are rather disappointing in that they are much worse than
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those of Randomized Local Search for all tested problem dimensions up to n = 5 000. It was
pointed out in [CD18] that this is partially due to a sub-optimal implementation; the average
optimization times reduce drastically when enforcing that at least one bit is flipped in the
mutation phase. In this case, the self-adjusting (1+(λ, λ)) GA starts to outperform RLS already
for dimensions around 1 000. Another possible reason lies in the fact that the hyper-parameters
of the self-adjusting (1+(λ, λ)) GA had not been optimized. In [DDE15] the authors had taken
some default values from the literature, and show only some very basic sensitivity analysis with
respect to the update strength, but not with respect to any of the other parameters such as the
success rate. In [DD18a] some general advice on choosing the hyper-parameters is given, but
their influence on the explicit running time is not discussed, mostly due to missing precision in
the available results, which state the asymptotic linear order only, but not the leading constants
or lower order terms. Also the update strength F for which the linear running time is obtained
is only shown to exist, but not made explicit in [DD18a].
To shed light on the question how much performance can be gained by choosing the hyper-
parameters of the (1 + (λ, λ)) GA with more care, we present in this work a detailed empirical
evaluation of this parameter tuning question. Our first finding is that the default setting studied
in [DDE15], which uses update strength F = 3/2 and the mentioned 1/5-th success rule is almost
optimal. More precisely, we show that for all tested problem dimensions between n = 500 and
n = 10 000 only marginal gains are possible by choosing different update strengths F and/or a
success rule different from 1/5.
We then introduce a more general variant of the (1 + (λ, λ)) GA, in which the offspring
population sizes of mutation and crossover phase need not be identical, and in which more
flexible choices of mutation strength and crossover bias are possible. This leaves us with
a five-dimensional hyper-parameter tuning problem, which we address with the irace soft-
ware [LDC+16]. We thereby find configurations whose average optimization times are around
15% better than that of the default self-adjusting (1 + (λ, λ)) GA, for each of the tested di-
mensions. The configurations achieving these advantages are quite stable across all dimensions,
so that we are able to derive configurations achieving these gains for all dimensions. We fur-
thermore show that the relative advantage also extends to dimensions 20 000 and 30 000, for
which we did not perform any hyper-parameter tuning. This five-dimensional variant of the
(1 + (λ, λ)) GA is also of independent interest, since it allows much greater flexibility than the
standard versions introduced in [DDE15,DD18a].
We finally study if hyper-parameter tuning of a similarly extended static (1 + (λ, λ)) GA
can give similar results, or whether the asymptotic discrepancy between non-static and static
parameter settings proven in [DD18a] also applies relatively small dimensions. We show that
indeed already for the smallest tested dimension, n = 500, the average optimization time of the
best static setting identified by our methods is around 5% worse than the standard self-adjusting
(1 + (λ, λ)) GA from [DDE15,DD18a], and by 22% worse than the best found five-dimensional
configuration. This disadvantage increases to 22% and 45% in dimension n = 10 000, respec-
tively, thus showing that not only the advantage of the self-adjusting (1 + (λ, λ)) GA kicks in
already for small dimensions, but also confirming that the relative advantage increases with
increasing problem dimensions.
Apart from introducing the new (1+(λ, λ)) GA variants, which offer much greater flexibility
than the standard versions, our work significantly enhance our understanding of the hyper-
parameter setting in the (1 + (λ, λ)) GA, paving the way for a precise rigorous theoretical
analysis. In particular the stable performance of the tuned configurations indicates that a
precise running time analysis might be possible. We furthermore learn from our work that
the parametrization of the mutation rate and the crossover bias, which were suggested and
proven to be asymptotically optimal for the static case in [DD18a], seem to be optimal also in
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the non-static case with self-adjusting parameter choices. Finally, we also observe that for the
generalized dynamic setting 1 : x success rules with success rates between 3 to 4 seem to be
slightly better than the classic one-fifth success rule with F = 3/2.
Broader Context: Parameter Control and Hyper-Parameter Tuning. All iterative
optimization heuristics such as EAs, GAs, local search variants, etc. are parametrized algo-
rithms. Choosing the right parameter values is a tedious, but important task, frequently coined
the “Achilles’ heel of evolutionary computation” [FCSS10]. It is well known that choosing the
parameter values of different parameter settings can result in much different performances. Ex-
treme cases in which a small constant change in the mutation rate result in super-polynomial
performance gaps were shown, for example, in [DJS+13,Len18].
To guide the user in the parameter selection task, two main approaches have been developed:
parameter tuning and parameter control. Parameter tuning aims at developing tools that au-
tomatize the process of identifying reasonable parameter values, cf. [HHLB11,LDC+16,LJD+17,
HHLBS09,AMS+15] for examples. Parameter control, in contrast, aims to not only identify such
good values, but to also track the evolution of good configurations during the whole optimization
process, thereby achieving additional performance gains over an optimally tuned static config-
uration, cf. [KHE15,AM16,DD18b] for surveys. In practice, parameter control mechanisms are
parametrized themselves, thus introducing hyper-parameters, which again need to be chosen by
the user or one of the tuning tools mentioned above. This is also the route taken in this present
work: in Sections 2 and 3 we will use the iterated racing algorithm irace [LDC+16] to tune
two different sets of hyper-parameters of the self-adjusting (1 + (λ, λ)) GA, a two-dimensional
and a five-dimensional one. In Section 4 we then tune the four parameters of a generalized
static (1 + (λ, λ)) GA variant. By comparing the results of these tuning steps, we obtain the
mentioned estimates for the relative advantage of the self-adjusting over the best tuned static
parameter configuration.
Reproducibility, Raw Data, and Computational Resources. We concentrate on
reporting average values to match with the available theoretical and empirical results. We
recall that in theoretical works the expected optimization time dominates all other performance
measures. Selected boxplots for the most relevant configurations are provided in Section 5.
Information about the selected parameter values and the empirical quantiles of the running times
can be found in the appendix. Source codes, additional performance statistics, summarizing
plots, heatmaps with different colormaps, and raw data can be found on our GitHub repository
at [DD19]. All experiments were run on the HPCaVe cluster [aSU], whose each node consists
of two 12-core Intel Xeon E5 2.3GHz with 128Gb memory.
2 Tuning the default (1 + (λ, λ)) GA
Our main interest is in tuning the self-adjusting variant of the (1 + (λ, λ)) GA proposed
in [DDE15] and analyzed in [DD18a]. As in these works, we regard the performance of this
algorithm on the OneMax problem. The OneMax problem is one of the most classic bench-
mark problems in the evolutionary computation literature. It asks to find a secret string z via
calls to the function fz : {0, 1}n → R, x 7→ |{1 ≤ i ≤ n | xi = zi}| and is thus identical to the
problem of minimizing the Hamming distance to an unknown string z ∈ {0, 1}n. It is referred
to as “OneMax” in evolutionary computation, since the performance of most EAs (including
the (1 + (λ, λ)) GA) is identical on any of the functions fz, and it therefore suffices to study
the instance f(1,...,1).
It is known that the best possible mutation-based (i.e., formally, the best unary unbiased)
black-box algorithms have an expected optimization time on OneMax of order n log n [LW12,
DDY16]. The (1 + (λ, λ)) GA, in contrast, achieves a linear expected optimization time if its
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parameters are suitably chosen [DDE15, DD18a]. Parameter control, i.e., a non-static choice
of these parameters, is essential for the linear performance, since the (1 + (λ, λ)) GA with
static parameter values cannot have an expected optimization time that is of better order than
n
√
log(n) log log log(n)/ log log(n), which is super-linear.
Algorithm 1: The self-adjusting (1+(λ, λ)) GA variant dyn(α, β, γ,A, b) with five hyper-
parameters.
1 Initialization: Sample x ∈ {0, 1}n u.a.r.;
2 Initialize λ← 1;
3 Optimization: for t = 1, 2, 3, . . . do
4 Mutation phase:
5 Sample ` from Bin>0(n, p = αλ/n);
6 for i = 1, . . . , λ1 = nint(λ) do x
(i) ← flip`(x);
7 Choose x′ ∈ {x(1), . . . , x(λ1)} with f(x′) = max{f(x(1)), . . . , f(x(λ1))} u.a.r.;
8 Crossover phase:
9 for i = 1, . . . , λ2 = nint(βλ) do y
(i) ← crossc=γ/λ(x, x′);
10 Choose y ∈ {x′, y(1), . . . , y(λ2)} with f(y) = max{f(x′), f(y(1)), . . . , f(y(λ2))} u.a.r.;
11 Selection and update step:
12 if f(y) > f(x) then x← y; λ← max{bλ, 1};
13 if f(y) = f(x) then x← y; λ← min{Aλ, n− 1};
14 if f(y) < f(x) then λ← min{Aλ, n− 1};
2.1 The dynamic (1 + (λ, λ)) GA dyn(α, β, γ, A, b)
The (1 + (λ, λ)) GA is a binary unbiased algorithm, i.e., it applies crossover but uses only
variation operators that are invariant with respect to the problem representation. We present
the pseudo-code of the (1+(λ, λ)) GA in Algorithm 1, in which we denote by nint(.) the nearest
integer function, i.e., nint(r) = b(r)c if r − brc < 1/2 and nint(r) = d(r)e otherwise.
The (1 + (λ, λ)) GA has two phases, a mutation phase and a crossover phase, followed by
a selection step. In the mutation phase λ1 = nint(λ) offspring are evaluated. Each of them is
sampled by the operator flip`(.) uniformly at random (u.a.r.) from all the points at a radius
` around the current-best solution x. The radius ` is sampled from the conditional binomial
distribution Bin>0(n, p), which assigns to each positive integer 1 ≤ k ≤ n the probability
Bin>0(n, p) =
(
n
k
)
pk(1−p)n−k/(1−(1−p)n). Following the reasoning made in [CD18] we deviate
here from the (1 + (λ, λ)) GA variants investigated in [DDE15], to avoid useless iterations. The
variants analyzed in [DDE15, DD18a] allow ` = 0, which is easily seen to create copies of the
parent only. As it cannot advance the search, we enforce ` ≥ 1.
In the crossover phase, λ2 offspring are evaluated. They are sampled by the crossover
operator crossc(·, ·), which creates an offspring by copying with probability c, independently
for each position, the entry of the second argument, and by copying from the first argument
otherwise. We refer to the parameter 0 < c < 1 as the crossover bias. Again following [CD18],
we evaluate only those offspring that differ from both their two parents; i.e., offspring that are
merely copies of x or x′ do not count towards the cost of the algorithm, since their function
values are already known.
In the selection step, we replace the parent by its best offspring if the latter is at least as
good. When a strict improvement has been found, the value of λ is updated to max{bλ, 1}. It
is increased to min{Aλ, n− 1} otherwise.
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Figure 1: Heatmap with average optimization times of dyn(α = β = γ = 1, A, b) with A ∈
[1.02, 2], b ∈ [0.4, 0.988] and capping at 20 000 evaluations in Fig. (a) and zooming into A ∈
[1.02, 1.6], b ∈ [0.4, 0.988] and budget capped at 10 000 evaluations in Fig. (b)
Note that in the description above and Algorithm 1 we have deviated from the commonly
used representation of the (1 + (λ, λ)) GA, in that we have parametrized the mutation rate as
p = αλ/n, the offspring population size of the crossover phase as λ2 = nint(βλ), the crossover
bias as c = γ/λ, and in that we allow more flexible update strengths A and b. We thereby
obtain a more general variant of the (1 + (λ, λ)) GA, which we will show to outperform the
standard self-adjusting one considerably. In this present section, however, we only generalize
the update rule, not yet the other parameters. That is, we work in this section only with the
(1 + (λ, λ)) GA variant dyn(1, 1, 1, A, b), which uses λ1 = λ2, p = λ/n, and c = 1/λ.
In our implementation we always ensure that p and c are at least 1/n and at most 0.99, by
capping these values if needed. Slightly better performances may be obtained by allowing even
smaller p-values, but we put this question aside for this present work.
2.2 Influence of the Update Strengths
As mentioned above, in our first set of experiments we focus on investigating the influence of the
update strengths A and b, i.e., we fix α = β = γ = 1 in the notation of Algorithm 1. In [DDE15]
it was suggested to set A = (3/2)1/4 ≈ 1.11 and b = 2/3. These settings had previously been
suggested in [Aug09, KMH+04] in a much different context, but seemed to work well enough
for the purposes of [DDE15] and was hence not questioned further in that work (apart from
a simple evaluation showing that for n = 400 the influence of varying the update strength F
within the interval [1.1, 2] is not very pronounced). Note that the choices of A and b correspond
to an implicit one-fifth success rule, in the sense that the value of λ is stable if one out of five
iterations is successful. The success rate (five in this case) can be computed as 1− ln(b)/ ln(A).
We emphasize that for notational convenience we prefer to speak of a success rate x instead of
a 1/x-th success rule.
The heatmap in Figure 1 shows the average running time of the self-adjusting (1+(λ, λ)) GA
in dependence of the update strengths A and b. We considered all combinations of 50 equally
spaced values for A ∈ {1.02, 1.04, . . . , 2} and for b ∈ {0.4, 0.412, . . . , 0.988} (2 500 hyper-
parameter settings). For each setting, we performed 100 independent runs of the algorithm
dyn(1, 1, 1, A, b). Each run has a maximum budget of 150 000 function evaluations. Our results
are for problem dimension n = 1 000. To show more structure, we cap in Figure 1. (a) the values
at 20 000. A zoom into the interesting region of combinations achieving an average optimization
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Figure 2: Average optimization time for different success rates, sorted by value of A
time ≤ 10 000 can be found in Figure 1.(b). More versions with different color schemes and
cappings are available at [DD19].
The best configuration is (A = 1.06, b = 0.82) with an estimated average optimization
time of 6 495. This configuration has a success rate of 4.4. The average optimization time
of the default variant dyn(1, 1, 1, (3/2)1/4, 2/3) from [DDE15], denoted by dyn(default) in the
following, over 500 runs is 6, 671, and thus only 2.7% worse than dyn(1, 1, 1, 1.06, 0.82). 29 of
the 2 500 tested configurations have a smaller average optimization time than dyn(default), all
of them with A-values at most 1.12 and b-value at least 0.64. 106 configurations are worse by
at most 3%, and 188 by at most 5%.
For a more stable comparison, we also ran dyn(1, 1, 1, 1.06, 0.82) 500 times, and its average
optimization time increased to 6 573 for these 500 independent runs, reducing the relative ad-
vantage over dyn(default) to 1.5%. Boxplots with information about the runtime distributions
can be found in Section 5.
In Figure 2 we plot the average optimization time for different success rates, sorted by the
value A. Note that for each tested A-value we have averaged here over all configurations using
the same rounded (by nint(·)) success rate. The performance of success rates 1 and 2 is much
worse than 7 500 and is therefore not plotted. We plot only results for success rates at most 10,
for readability purposes. We see that success rates 4 and 5 are particularly efficient, given the
proper values of A. The performance curves for success rates ≥ 4 seem to be roughly U-shaped
with different values of A in which the minimum is obtained. It could be worthwhile to extend
the mathematical analysis of the dyn(1, 1, 1, A, b) presented in [DD18a] in order to identify the
precise relationship.
2.3 Tuning with irace
The computation of the heatmaps presented above is quite resource-consuming, around 286
CPU days for the full heatmap with 2 500 parameter combinations for n = 1 000. Since we are
interested in studying the quality of the (1 + (λ, λ)) GA also for other problem dimensions, we
therefore investigate how well automated tuning tools approximate the best known configura-
tion. To this end, we run the configuration tool irace [LDC+16] with adaptive capping [CLHS17]
enabled. This new mechanism was recently added to irace to make its search procedure more
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Figure 3: Parameter values suggested by irace for the (1 + (λ, λ)) GA variant dyn(1, 1, 1, A, b).
The success rate equals 1− ln(b)/ ln(A)
efficient when optimizing running time or time-compatible performance measurement. We use
irace to optimize the configuration of the dyn(1, 1, 1, A, b) for values of A between 1 and 2.5,
and values of b between 0.4 and 1. The allocated budget is 10 and 20 hours of walltime on
one 24-core cluster node for n ≤ 5 000 and n > 5 000, respectively. This time budget is only a
fraction of the ones required by heatmaps (around 3% for n = 1 000).
For n = 1 000 irace suggests to use configuration (A = 1.071, b = 0.7854), which is similar
to the one showing best performance in the heatmap. The average optimization time of this
configuration is 6, 573 (this number, like all numbers for the configurations suggested by irace
are simulated from 500 independent runs each), and thus identical to the best one from the
heatmap computations. The suggested configuration corresponds to a 4.52 success rate.
Confident that irace is capable of identifying good parameter settings, we then run irace for
various problem dimensions between 500 and 10 000. The by n normalized average optimization
time of the suggested configurations are reported in Figure 4 in column dyn(1, 1, 1, A, b). The
chosen A-values are between 1.04 and 1.12 and the b-values are between 0.63 and 0.88, with
corresponding success rates between 4.41 and 6.68, cf. Figure 3. We observe a quite stable
suggestion for the parameter values. The suggested configurations, along with statistical data
can be found in Table 1 in the appendix.
In Figure 4 we also display, in column dyn(default), the normalized average optimiza-
tion times of the default setting (1, 1, 1, (3/2)1/4, 2/3). The relative disadvantage of the
dyn(1, 1, 1, A, b) over the dyn(default) ranges from −1.3% to 3.3%. The negative values (in
four dimensions) may be due to a suboptimal suggestion of irace, or due to the variance of the
algorithms; the relative standard deviation is between 5% and 10%, cf. also the boxplots in
Section 5.
We also observe that the normalized average optimization times of dyn(default) increase
slightly with increasing problem dimension. Note, however, that this does not necessarily tell
us something about the constant factor in the linear running time of this algorithm, although the
results indicate that this factor might be larger than 7. Already for n = 1 000 the dyn(default)
has a smaller average optimization time than RLS, the relative advantage of dyn(default) is
around 2%, and increases to around 31% for n = 30 000.
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Figure 4: By n normalized average optimization times for 500 independent runs each. For data
sets dyn(1, 1, 1, A, b), dyn(α, β, γ,A, b), and static(λ1, λ2, p, c) we have taken for each dimension
the configuration suggested by irace; the other results are for fixed configurations. Displayed
numbers are for n = 10 000.
3 5-dimensional Parameter Tuning
Next we turn our attention to the five-dimensional (1 + (λ, λ)) GA variant dyn(α, β, γ,A, b),
in which not only the update strengths A and b are configurable, but also the dependence of
p = αλ/n, λ2 = nint(βλ), c = γ/λ. The dependencies of the parameters on λ are based on
a theoretical result proven in [DD18a], where it is shown that any static configuration with
λ2 = λ1 (i.e., A = b = β = 1) that achieves optimal asymptotic expected performance must
necessarily satisfy p = Θ(λ/n) and γ = Θ(1/λ).
To investigate how much performance can be gained by this flexibility, and how reasonable
parameter values look like, we run again irace, this time using the following parameter ranges:
α ∈ (1/3, 10), β ∈ (1, 10), γ ∈ (1/3, 10), A ∈ (1.01, 2.5) and b ∈ (0.4, 0.99). The allocated
budget is the same as for the dyn(1, 1, 1, A, b), i.e., 240 CPU hours for n ≤ 5 000 and 480 CPU
hours for n > 5 000.
The normalized average running times of the suggested configurations are presented in Col-
umn dyn(α, β, γ,A, b) in Figure 4. We observe that the parametrization of λ2, p, and c consis-
tently allows to decrease the average optimization time by around 14%, when measured against
the best dyn(1, 1, 1, A, b) variant.
3.1 Suggested Hyper-Parameters
The suggested parameter values are displayed in Figure 5. We observe that these are quite stable,
in particular when ignoring the 3 000 and 7 000 dimensional configurations. More precisely,
irace consistently suggests configurations with α ≈ 0.45, β ≈ 1.6, γ ≈ 1, A ≈ 1.16, and
b ≈ 0.7, with corresponding success rates between 3 and 4. These stable values suggest that
the parametrization chosen in Algorithm 1 (and originally derived in [DD18a] for the static
(1 + (λ, λ)) GA) is indeed suitable also for the non-static setting.
In Figure 6 we plot the average optimization time of the configurations tested by irace for
n = 5 000 in dependence of each of the five hyper-parameters α, β, γ,A, b and in dependence
of the success rate 1 − ln(b)/ ln(A). Note that the number of runs differs from point to point,
depending on how many evaluations irace has performed for each of these configurations. It
is important to note that the capping procedure may stop an algorithm before it has found
an optimal solution, in order to save time for the evaluation of more promising configurations.
The plotted values are the averages of the successful runs only. An exception to this rule is
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Figure 5: Hyper-parameters and success rate suggested by irace for the dyn(α, β, γ,A, b) con-
figuration problem.
Figure 6: Average running times of different configurations on 5 000-dimensional OneMax. See
text for a description.
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the chart on the lower right, which shows the whole range of all 2 212 tested configurations;
these values are the average time after which the configurations had either found the optimum
or were stopped by the capping procedure. We thus see that irace has indeed tested across the
whole range of admitted parameter values. Around 38% of all 4 961 runs were stopped before
an optimum had been found. However, we already see here that for each parameter there are
configurations which use a good value for this parameter, but which shows quite poor overall
performance. These results indicate that no parameter alone explains the performance, but
that interaction between different parameter values is indeed highly relevant; we will discuss
this aspect in more detail below.
Out of the 2 212 tested configurations only 765 configurations had at least one successful
run. The averages of all successful runs are plotted in the upper right chart of Figure 6. We
observe that the well-performing region of values for each parameter is quite concentrated. The
charts on the left and in the middle column zoom into those configurations which had an average
optimization time smaller than 35 000. These plots give a good indication where the interesting
regions for each parameter are. We also plot the average optimization time in dependence of
the success rate and see good performance for success rates between 3 and 4.
For 348 tested configurations only successful runs were reported; i.e., for these configurations
none of the runs had been stopped before it had found an optimal solution. When restricting
the zoomed plots in Figure 6 to only those 348 configurations, we obtain a very similar picture.
We omit a detailed discussion but note that these plots can be found in our repository [DD19].
The final configuration suggested by irace, dyn(0.3594, 1.4128, 1.2379, 1.1672, 0.691) has an
average optimization time of 29 165 in the 500 independent runs conducted for the values re-
ported in Figure 4. During the irace optimization the estimated average was 28 876 (across 50
runs).
We see that some of the configurations in Figure 6 have a smaller average optimization time
than this latter value. In fact, there are 292 such configurations with at least one successful run
and 62 configurations with only successful runs. As we can see from the plots in Figure 6 all
these configurations have very similar parameter values. This observation nevertheless raises
the question why irace has not suggested one of these presumably better configurations instead.
To understand this behavior, we investigate in more detail the working principles of irace, and
find two main reasons. One is that the time budget did not allow a further investigation of
these configurations, so that statistical evidence that they are indeed superior to the suggested
one was not sufficient. A second reason is that the capping suggested in [CLHS17] resulted in
a somewhat harsh selection of “surviving” configurations. We leave the question if any of the
292 configurations would have been significantly better than the suggested one for future work.
Overall, our investigation suggests that some adjustments to irace’s default setting might be
useful for applications similar to ours, where the performance measure may potentially suffer
from high variance.
We next investigated the influence of each parameter on the overall running time. To this
end, we have applied the functional analysis of variance (fANOVA) [HLB14] on the perfor-
mance data given by irace. fANOVA can efficiently recognize the importance of both individual
algorithm parameters and their interactions through their percentage of contributions on the
total performance variance. The software PyImp [aFU] is used for the analysis. Obtained
results are quite consistent among different dimensions. The most important parameter is α,
which explains on average 57% of the total variance. The second most important parameter
is γ, explaining around 22% of the total variance, on average. Other important effects include
pairwise interaction between α and γ or A. Individual parameters and their pairwise interaction
effects are able to explain almost 100% of the total variance, so that there is no need to consider
higher-order interactions.
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In light of the quite stable parameter values suggested by irace (Figure 5) one might hope to
obtain even better results when restricting the ranges of possible parameter values further. To
investigate this question we run irace again on the dyn(α, β, γ,A, b) configuration problem, this
time with restricted parameter ranges α ∈ (1/3, 4), β ∈ (1, 3), γ ∈ (1/3, 4), A ∈ (1.01, 2) and
b ∈ (0.4, 0.99). The normalized average running time results are reported in column dyn-restr.
of Figure 4. We observe that the advantage is negligible, and in four of the tested dimensions
the suggested configurations even have a slightly worse average optimization time. This effect
is likely to be caused by the randomness of the running times and/or the irace procedure itself.
Finally, we derive from the suggested parameter values two configurations that we investigate
in more detail: dyn(0.45, 1.6, 1, 1.16, 0.7) and dyn(1/2, 2, 1/2, (3/2)1/4, 2/3), which we abbreviate
as dyn(C) and dyn(C2), respectively. While dyn(C) consistently shows better performance
than dyn(C2), the latter might be easier to analyze by theoretical means. Their normalized
average optimization time across all tested dimensions can be found again in Figure 4. They
are considerably better than that of dyn(default) = dyn(1, 1, 1, (3/2)1/4, 2/3), between 14% and
16% across all tested dimensions for dyn(C) and between 11% and 13% for dyn(C2). dyn(C2)
is between 1% and 4% worse than the (for each dimension independently tuned) best suggested
dyn(α, β, γ,A, b) configuration. For dyn(C) we even observe that the average running times for
the 500 runs are smaller than those of dyn(α, β, γ,A, b) for 10 out of the 15 tested dimensions.
The advantages of dyn(C) and dyn(C2) over dyn(default) also translate to larger dimensions,
for which we did not perform hyper-parameter tuning. For n = 20, 000 and n = 30, 000 the
advantage of dyn(C) over dyn(default) are 16% each, and for dyn(C2) a relative advantage of
14% is observed.
3.2 Fixed-Target Analysis
Finally, we address the question where the advantage of the self-adjusting (1 + (λ, λ)) GA over
RLS originates from. To this end we perform an empirical fixed-target runtime analysis for two
selected configurations, the default configuration dyn(default) and the configuration dyn(C)
mentioned above.
The fixed-target running times have been computed with IOHprofiler [DWY+18], a recently
announced tool which automates the performance analysis of iterative optimization heuristics.
The average results of 100 independent runs for n = 10 000 are shown in Figure 7. We observe
that RLS is significantly better for almost all target values. In fact, the configuration dyn(C)
has better first hitting times than RLS only for OneMax values greater than 9 978, i.e., only for
the last 22 target values. We recall from Figure 4 that the average optimization time of dyn(C)
is better than that of RLS by around 36% for n = 10 000. To study at which point dyn(C)
starts to perform better than RLS, we compute the gradient of the curves plotted in Figure 7,
showing that this happens around target value 9 750. For the default configuration dyn(default)
the situation is as follows: It is has smaller first hitting time than RLS only for target values
≥ 9 995, although its overall average running time is smaller by around 23%. The gradient of
dyn(default) is better than that of RLS starting at target value around 9 850. Finally, dyn(C)
has smaller average hitting time than dyn(default) for Om-values at least 8, 934, and a better
gradient starting at around 8 370. We show in Figure 7 the hypothetical running times of an
algorithm that runs RLS until target value Om(x) = 9 750 and then switches to dyn(C). Its
average running time is 17% smaller than that of dyn(C), raising the interesting question how
to detect such switching points on the fly.
We also want to understand how the value of λ evolves during the optimization process. We
plot in Figure 8 for each target value the average value of λ1 in the iteration in which for the first a
solution of this quality has been sampled. More precisely, we display in Figure 8 the logarithm of
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Figure 7: Average fixed-target running times for RLS and two selected dyn(α, β, γ,A, b) config-
urations, capped at 7,100 function evaluations.
these parameter values. These results have again been computed with IOHprofiler [DWY+18].
We also show in this plot the logarithm of λ∗ =
√
n/(n−Om(x)), the value for which the
standard dynamic (1 + (λ, λ)) GA (with α = β = γ = 1) was first shown to have linear
optimization time, cf. [DDE15]. We observe that for both configurations the average value of
λ increases with already obtained function value, with a final value of 95 for dyn(default) and
117 for dyn(C). We recall that the number of offspring generated in each iteration is 2λ1 for
dyn(default) and around 2.6 nint(λ) for dyn(C).
4 Tuning the Static (1 + (λ, λ)) GA
We had concentrated in the previous sections on optimizing dynamic versions of the (1 +
(λ, λ)) GA, since the theoretical results guarantee configurations for which linear expected
running time can be obtained. In contrast, the best possible expected running time that
can be achieved with static parameters λ = λ1 = λ2, and arbitrary p and c is of order
n
√
log(n) log log log(n)/ log log(n) [DD18a]. While this rules out the possibility that there
exists a static configuration that performs similarly well as dyn(C) across all dimensions, it
is not known to date whether for concrete problem dimensions there exist static configura-
tions that are similar in performance than the dynamic variants dyn(default), dyn(C), or even
dyn(α, β, γ,A, b). We next show that for the tested problem dimensions between 500 and 10 000
this does not seem to be the case.
We study the four-dimensional variant static(λ1, λ2, p, c) presented in Algorithm 2. Follow-
ing [DDE15], we enforce again that the mutation strength ` is strictly greater than zero, by
sampling from the conditional distribution Bin>0(n, p) in line 4. We also allow λ1 6= λ2, which
was not the case in [DDE15]. In line with suggestions from [DDE15, DD18a] we set p = k/n,
and optimize for integer k ∈ {1, . . . , 100}. We allow the same range for λ1 and λ2. The crossover
bias c is optimized within the range [0.01, 1/2].
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Figure 8: Evolution of the average value of λ1 over achieved Om(x) value, for 100 independent
runs on the 10 000-dimensional OneMax problem, plotted against λ∗ =
√
n/(n−Om(x)).
Figure 9: Suggested hyper-parameters for the static(λ1, λ2, p = k/n, c) by dimension. λ1, λ2,
and k use the scale on the left, c the one on the right.
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Figure 10: Distribution of the by n normalized optimization times of different (1 + (λ, λ)) GA
variants. Heatmap-1000 refers to dyn(1, 1, 1, 1.06, 0.82), which was the best configuration iden-
tified in the heatmap from Section 2.2
The normalized average running time of the best configuration that irace has been able
to identify with its given budget are reported in column static(λ1, λ2, p = k/n, c) of Figure 4.
We observe that these running times are significantly larger than those of the dynamic (1 +
(λ, λ)) GA variants. The relative disadvantage against the default dynamic variant dyn(default)
monotonically increases from around 5% for n = 500 to around 22% for n = 10, 000. Against
the best dynamic variant dyn(α, β, γ,A, b) this relative disadvantage increases from around 21%
to around 44%.
We also see from the results in Figure 4 that, with few exceptions, the normalized average
running time increases with the problem dimension. This is in line with what the super-linear
lower bound proven in [DD18a] suggests (note, however, that the theoretical results for the static
(1+(λ, λ)) GA assumes λ1 = λ2). The relative increase of the normalized average running time
is smaller than for RLS, again in line with the known theoretical results. The comparison with
RLS also shows that the static (1 + (λ, λ)) GA variants start to outperform RLS at problem
dimension 3 000. For n = 10 000 the relative advantage of static(λ1, λ2, p, c) over RLS is around
Algorithm 2: The static (1 + (λ, λ)) GA variant static(λ1, λ2, p = k/n, c) with four static
parameters.
1 Initialization: Choose x ∈ {0, 1}n u.a.r.;
2 Optimization: for t = 1, 2, 3, . . . do
3 Mutation phase:
4 Sample `1 from Bin>0(n, p = k/n);
5 for i = 1, . . . , λ1 do x
(i) ← flip`(x);
6 Choose x′ ∈ {x(1), . . . , x(λ1)} with f(x′) = max{f(x(1)), . . . , f(x(λ1))} u.a.r.;
7 Crossover phase:
8 for i = 1, . . . , λ2 do y
(i) ← crossc(x, x′);
9 Choose y ∈ {y(1), . . . , y(λ2)} with f(y) = max{f(y(1)), . . . , f(y(λ2))} u.a.r.;
10 Selection step: if f(y) ≥ f(x) then x← y;
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6%.
Finally, we study in Figure 9 the parameter values of the configurations suggested by irace.
We observe that across all dimensions λ1 is significantly smaller than λ2, which was different for
the dynamic (1 + (λ, λ)) GA variants. Both λ1 and k are relatively stable, with values ranging
between 5 and 7 for λ1 and between 5 and 10 for k. The values of λ2 fluctuates significantly
more, between 43 and 78. The crossover rate is always within the range [0.0108, 0.0158], and
thus also quite stable. Since in the original works c = 1/λ is assumed, we also note that for
both cλ1 and cλ2 the factor between the minimal and maximal value is as small as 1.8 and 1.5,
respectively, with no clear monotonic relationship.
5 Runtime Distribution
In all figures mentioned above we have only considered average values, to obtain results that
are more easily comparable with existing theoretical and empirical works. With Figure 10
we address the question how the running times are distributed. This figure provides box-
plots for all tested dimensions ≤ 10 000. The plots confirm the performance advantages of
the five-dimensional dynamic (1 + (λ, λ)) GA variants dyn(α, β, γ,A, b) and dyn(C) over the
2-dimensional versions dyn(1, 1, 1, A, b) and dyn(default). All adaptive versions perform consis-
tently better than the best static version static(λ1, λ2, p, c) in term of both median values and
variance. These advantages get more visible as the problem sizes increase. We also perform two
types of statistical tests - paired Student t-test and Wilcoxon signed-rank test - between those
versions. Results confirm that the difference between them are statistically significant with a
confidence level of 99.9%.
6 Conclusion
We have presented a very detailed study of the hyper-parameters of the static and the self-
adjusting (1 + (λ, λ)) GA on the OneMax problem. Among other results, we have seen that
the self-adjusting (1 + (λ, λ)) GA gains only around 1%−3% in average optimization time with
optimized update strengths A and b. We have then introduced a more flexible variant, the
dyn(α, β, γ,A, b), in which the offspring population sizes of mutation and crossover phase need
not be identical, and which offers more flexibility in the choice of the mutation rate and the
crossover bias. This has reduced the average optimization times by another 15%. Interestingly,
the parameter values by which these performance gains are achieved are quite consistent across
all tested dimensions. We then analyzed a configuration in which we fixed the hyper-parameters
according to the suggestions made by the tuning in lower dimensions 500 to 10 000, and show
that it performs very well also on the 20 000 and 30 000 dimensional OneMax problem.
Our results suggest that the (1 + (λ, λ)) GA can gain performance by introducing the addi-
tional hyper-parameters. We plan on investigating the gains for other problems, in particular the
MaxSAT instances studied in [BD17]. Since all results shown in this work are quite consistent
across all dimensions, we also plan on analyzing the advantages of the dyn(α, β, γ,A, b) by rig-
orous means, both in terms of optimization time, but also in terms of more general fixed-target
running times. As we have demonstrated in Section 3.2, the latter reveal that the advantage of
the (1+(λ, λ)) GA over RLS lies in the very final phases of the OneMax optimization problem,
i.e., when finding improving moves is hard. Efficiently switching between the two algorithms
at the time at which the (1 + (λ, λ)) GA starts to outperform RLS carries the potential to
reduce the optimization time further. Automating such online algorithm selection is another
line of research that we plan to investigate further. Techniques from the literature on parameter
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control [KHE15,DD18b], adaptive operator selection [FCSS10], and hyper-heuristics [BGH+13]
might prove useful in this context.
On a meta-level, we have demonstrated with this work that hyper-parameter tuning provides
useful insights that help us understand the working principles of randomized search heuristics.
As mentioned, we are confident that we can leverage the empirical findings of this work for a
precise theoretical analysis of the self-adjusting (1 + (λ, λ)) GA. Similar to the tuning in the
loop approach suggested in [dOAS11], we thus see that there is important room for tuning in
the theory loop. On the other hand, we also show an example that raises the question of how to
adjust the default setting of current hyper-parameter tuning methods when a priori knowledge
about the scenario is given (e.g., high variance in performance measure in our case). This is
another line of research raised by this work.
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A Selected Optimization Time Statistics
quantiles
n 20% 25% 50% 75% 98% mean rsd A b success rate
500 3,009 3,048 3,239 3,493 4,214 3,296 11.5 1.11 0.65 5.05
1,000 6,118 6,207 6,534 6,876 7,719 6,573 7.9 1.07 0.79 4.52
1,500 9,682 9,764 10,199 10,646 11,775 10,267 6.6 1.08 0.63 6.68
2,000 12,764 12,897 13,349 13,877 15,082 13,411 5.6 1.08 0.73 5.29
2,500 15,879 16,038 16,650 17,241 18,649 16,683 5.5 1.05 0.85 4.11
3,000 19,733 19,896 20,653 21,458 23,924 20,778 6.2 1.12 0.63 4.92
3,500 22,675 22,808 23,458 24,196 25,902 23,537 4.3 1.06 0.79 5.02
4,000 26,573 26,730 27,518 28,378 30,688 27,639 4.7 1.11 0.64 5.40
4,500 29,368 29,649 30,354 31,289 33,506 30,494 4.3 1.07 0.78 4.71
5,000 33,243 33,454 34,358 35,607 38,232 34,601 4.6 1.10 0.63 5.74
6,000 40,279 40,543 41,406 42,373 45,166 41,535 3.7 1.09 0.65 6.01
7,000 46,469 46,712 47,840 48,992 52,307 47,977 3.8 1.08 0.74 5.01
8,000 53,206 53,529 54,666 55,956 58,903 54,807 3.5 1.07 0.76 5.08
9,000 59,949 60,206 61,279 62,618 66,868 61,547 3.4 1.07 0.76 4.96
10,000 65,761 66,144 67,315 68,767 71,414 67,444 2.8 1.04 0.86 4.89
Table 1: Performance statistics for 500 independent runs of the configurations suggested by
irace for dyn(1, 1, 1, A, b). rsd abbreviates “relative standard deviation”, i.e., standard deviation
divided by the mean value.
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quantiles
n 20% 25% 50% 75% 98% mean rsd α β γ A b success rate
500 2,659 2,683 2,807 2,972 3,328 2,835 8.1 0.522 1.854 0.876 1.229 0.598 3.497
1,000 5,414 5,462 5,680 5,949 6,447 5,711 6.1 0.428 1.438 1.053 1.157 0.740 3.063
1,500 8,281 8,336 8,568 8,870 9,365 8,600 4.6 0.378 1.727 1.004 1.143 0.736 3.288
2,000 11,193 11,278 11,616 12,009 12,795 11,652 4.5 0.414 1.380 1.125 1.153 0.660 3.913
2,500 13,973 14,064 14,432 14,801 15,865 14,472 4.1 0.473 1.494 1.150 1.145 0.723 3.391
3,000 17,333 17,428 17,782 18,206 19,065 17,822 3.2 0.504 2.524 0.619 1.255 0.526 3.824
3,500 19,702 19,855 20,296 20,822 21,861 20,336 3.6 0.441 1.686 0.842 1.160 0.702 3.386
4,000 22,679 22,762 23,262 23,811 25,133 23,325 3.3 0.426 1.720 0.896 1.168 0.675 3.539
4,500 25,473 25,566 26,095 26,676 27,788 26,133 3.1 0.363 1.429 1.202 1.149 0.719 3.372
5,000 28,454 28,572 29,162 29,670 31,114 29,165 2.9 0.359 1.413 1.238 1.167 0.691 3.391
6,000 34,238 34,436 34,978 35,694 37,000 35,056 2.7 0.373 1.654 1.070 1.164 0.711 3.255
7,000 40,065 40,260 40,982 41,733 43,422 41,021 2.7 0.342 1.187 1.227 1.109 0.738 3.934
8,000 45,477 45,660 46,410 47,178 48,546 46,412 2.3 0.490 1.606 0.954 1.110 0.783 3.352
9,000 51,284 51,464 52,176 52,995 54,696 52,248 2.3 0.447 1.447 1.109 1.106 0.779 3.482
10,000 57,852 58,064 59,013 59,931 62,026 59,033 2.4 0.435 1.271 1.111 1.141 0.722 3.475
Table 2: Performance statistics for 500 independent runs of the configurations suggested by irace
for dyn(α, β, γ,A, b). rsd abbreviates “relative standard deviation”, i.e., standard deviation
divided by the mean value.
quantiles
n 20% 25% 50% 75% 98% mean rsd λ1 λ2 k c
500 3,142 3,181 3,382 3,652 4,386 3,437 11.2 6 49 7 0.0151
1,000 6,599 6,702 7,102 7,650 9,124 7,225 10.3 5 60 7 0.0143
1,500 10,321 10,428 11,048 11,880 14,492 11,277 10.7 6 62 5 0.0125
2,000 13,951 14,178 14,884 15,930 18,409 15,130 9.6 5 67 7 0.0117
2,500 18,056 18,228 19,178 20,376 23,125 19,398 8.6 6 58 7 0.0158
3,000 21,545 21,867 23,049 24,551 29,181 23,373 9.5 5 66 7 0.0109
3,500 25,946 26,218 27,258 28,670 33,538 27,677 7.9 6 76 7 0.0121
4,000 29,619 29,950 31,698 33,432 39,096 32,034 9 6 66 6 0.013
4,500 33,727 34,072 35,502 37,298 43,695 36,049 8.2 6 63 8 0.0124
5,000 37,728 38,200 39,900 42,145 49,722 40,540 8.6 6 61 7 0.013
6,000 46,126 46,656 48,946 51,592 58,755 49,475 8 6 78 6 0.0124
7,000 53,793 54,275 56,802 59,802 67,465 57,401 7.5 5 64 10 0.0108
8,000 61,621 62,201 64,872 68,728 79,383 65,957 8.1 6 43 9 0.0153
9,000 71,811 72,596 75,198 79,792 92,431 76,500 7.8 7 71 6 0.0126
10,000 79,349 80,324 83,984 88,606 102,910 85,087 8.6 5 75 7 0.0112
Table 3: Performance statistics for 500 independent runs of the configurations suggested by irace
for static(λ1, λ2, k, c). rsd abbreviates “relative standard deviation”, i.e., standard deviation
divided by the mean value.
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quantiles
configuration n 20% 25% 50% 75% 98% mean rsd mean/n
dyn(C) 500 2626.8 2662.75 2789.5 2941.5 3361.82 2810.562 8.32 5.62
dyn(C2) 500 2714 2747 2894 3033 3392.06 2904.076 7.69 5.81
dyn(default) 500 2981 3024.75 3222 3467.25 4166.72 3278.202 11.04 6.56
dyn(C) 1000 5417.8 5454.5 5686 5926.75 6398.26 5695.144 5.76 5.70
dyn(C2) 1000 5580.8 5645.75 5869 6112.25 6668.9 5893.592 6.04 5.89
dyn(default) 1000 6232 6299.5 6652 6980.25 7847.54 6671.378 7.86 6.67
dyn(C) 1500 8203.4 8277.75 8586 8880.75 9528.1 8591.36 5.21 5.73
dyn(C2) 1500 8546 8603.5 8928 9206.75 9868.02 8919.98 4.96 5.95
dyn(default) 1500 9528 9610.75 10068 10554.75 11866.46 10164.5 7.55 6.78
dyn(C) 2000 11099.4 11172 11465 11805 12716.14 11495.294 4.66 5.75
dyn(C2) 2000 11450.8 11532.5 11881 12223.5 12951.24 11893.274 4.21 5.95
dyn(default) 2000 12919.4 13010.75 13514 14079.25 15930.84 13636.004 6.9 6.82
dyn(C) 2500 13985.8 14076.25 14502 14910 15772.26 14509.296 4.1 5.80
dyn(C2) 2500 14431.6 14556.75 14903.5 15330.5 16292.36 14942.674 4.01 5.98
dyn(default) 2500 16342.4 16452.75 16948 17717.75 19403.6 17071.06 5.78 6.83
dyn(C) 3000 16861 16962.25 17376.5 17821 18880.14 17408.882 3.7 5.80
dyn(C2) 3000 17486.2 17582 17997 18444.5 19379.24 18021.416 3.6 6.01
dyn(default) 3000 19606 19750.75 20374 21125.25 23078.9 20492.278 5.4 6.83
dyn(C) 3500 19759 19844.5 20286.5 20736.75 21958.32 20329.532 3.34 5.81
dyn(C2) 3500 20526.2 20650 21029.5 21518.25 22560.68 21080.554 3.35 6.02
dyn(default) 3500 22966.2 23138.75 23958 24812.5 27550.58 24090.904 5.4 6.88
dyn(C) 4000 22674.8 22785.5 23333.5 23799.5 24974.34 23300.608 3.24 5.83
dyn(C2) 4000 23394.8 23511.5 24028 24476.75 25979.2 24031.834 3.32 6.01
dyn(default) 4000 26475.6 26681.5 27404.5 28250.75 30781.46 27543.488 4.81 6.89
dyn(C) 4500 25492.2 25614.25 26165.5 26790.25 28047.02 26225.81 3.21 5.83
dyn(C2) 4500 26358.2 26465.25 27053.5 27593.25 28873.2 27039.558 3.09 6.01
dyn(default) 4500 29849.8 30119.5 30932 31905.75 34210.14 31120.334 5.06 6.92
dyn(C) 5000 28394.6 28506 29045.5 29662.25 31293.42 29118.248 3.14 5.82
dyn(C2) 5000 29372 29533.75 30082.5 30720 32104.12 30148.46 3.01 6.03
dyn(default) 5000 33250.6 33419.75 34246.5 35297.25 38290.32 34445.674 4.43 6.89
dyn(C) 6000 34199.8 34371.75 34931 35606.5 37094.12 35010.002 2.71 5.84
dyn(C2) 6000 35347.6 35558.75 36206 36879.25 38274.04 36215.806 2.64 6.04
dyn(default) 6000 40115.2 40376.25 41403 42590 46005.26 41583.822 4.34 6.93
dyn(C) 7000 39937.8 40122.5 40832 41505.75 43196.24 40855.698 2.6 5.84
dyn(C2) 7000 41354.4 41556.75 42195 42814.75 44653.86 42235.238 2.48 6.03
dyn(default) 7000 46882.8 47156.25 48378.5 49780.5 53550.36 48597.422 4.11 6.94
dyn(C) 8000 45862 46084 46886.5 47539 49443.74 46865.952 2.48 5.86
dyn(C2) 8000 47440.8 47651.75 48352.5 49104.5 51046.26 48391.546 2.44 6.05
dyn(default) 8000 53844.8 54192 55451 56728 60514.12 55551.484 3.69 6.94
dyn(C) 9000 51605.6 51799.75 52525.5 53357.75 55259.4 52609.86 2.33 5.85
dyn(C2) 9000 53401 53591.5 54402.5 55290.5 56978.2 54434.674 2.26 6.05
dyn(default) 9000 60961 61244.5 62592.5 64145.75 67863.7 62824.338 3.52 6.98
dyn(C) 10000 57456.6 57635.25 58522 59468 61273.56 58563.928 2.19 5.86
dyn(C2) 10000 59399 59634.25 60561 61362.75 63161.1 60536.716 2.12 6.05
dyn(default) 10000 67604.2 68112 69470.5 71157.75 74865.24 69679.228 3.41 6.97
dyn(C) 20000 116124.4 116421.5 117812.5 119032.25 121907.32 117795.328 1.72 5.89
dyn(C2) 20000 119667.6 119940.25 121234 122663 125482.96 121326.13 1.65 6.07
dyn(default) 20000 137199 137519.5 139915.5 142270.25 149804.72 140264.274 2.77 7.01
dyn(C) 30000 174611.8 175053.75 176968.5 178318 181736 176833.916 1.39 5.89
dyn(C2) 30000 180407.8 180792 182259 183875.75 186964.2 182249.43 1.3 6.07
dyn(default) 30000 207066.8 207579.75 210926.5 214517.25 224366.5 211485.7 2.57 7.05
Table 4: Performance statistics for 500 independent runs of the self-adjusting
(1 + (λ, λ)) GA with the following configurations: dyn(C)=dyn(0.45, 1.6, 1, 1.16, 0.7),
dyn(C2)=dyn(1/2, 2, 1/2, (3/2)1/4, 2/3), and dyn(default)=dyn(1, 1, 1, (3/2)1/4, 2/3). rsd ab-
breviates “relative standard deviation”, i.e., standard deviation divided by the mean value.
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